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ABSTRAKT 

Tato Prace je vyzkum o Braytonuv Obeh. Obsahuju ruzne metody, jak zvisit ucinnost 

obeh.  Take vysvetluje jednu z techto metod presneji a popisuje ruzne moznosti, jako je 

IRA (Mezichladicem Recuperancni Aeroengine), coz je project z Technicke University 

v Mnichove.  Vyvetluje ruzne studie o tepelnych vymeniku a jak tyto zmeny by mohly 

prispet ke slepseni spotreby paliva.  

KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA 

Aero motor, turbina, kompresor, spalovaci komora, mezi chladic, ohrivani, regenerace, 

brayton, ucinnost, dvouproudovy, vymenik, teplo. 

ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a research about Brayton cycle. It contains different methods on how to 

improve the efficiency of the cycle. Also it explains one of these methods more 

precisely and describes different options such as IRA (Intercooled Recuperative 

Aeroengine) which is a project from Munich Technical University. Besides it explains 

different studies about heat exchangers and how these modifications could help to 

improve fuel economy.  

KEYWORDS 

Aero engine, tubine, compressor, combustion chamber, intercooling, reheating, 

regeneration, brayton, cycle, efficiency, turbofan, exchanger, heat.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

This is a research work on the topic ¨Improving of Brayton Cycle for Aero Gas 
Turbine¨, it is thesis for finishing a bachelor´s degree on Mechanical  
Engineering at Brno University of Technology. 

The goal of this work is to show different ways of how to improve the cycle 
efficiency and thus make an aero engine with better fuel economy.  Also there 
are some investigation works in different areas those are shown in this paper.  

First there is history of the aero gas engine, it shows how the development of 
the engine has been changing through the time, then how it works. After there is 
an explanation of the first and second law of thermodynamics in order to 
understand the next part which is the Brayton Cycle. Then it comes the three 
most commom ways of how to improve the brayton cycle efficiency, this part 
mention a research project made by MTU(Motors and Turbines Union), called 
IRA(Intercooled Recuperative AeroEngine), then there are two examples of 
general calculations of the cycle, the ideal one and the real one with friction.  

In the conclusion it is mentioned the work with these three main methods and 
which ones are the ones with better chances of modifications. 
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2 HISTORY 

 

 

1930- Sir Frank Whittle in England patented a design for a gas engine for jet 
propulsion. [12] 

 [11] 

1936- At the same time Frank Whittle was working in Great Britain, Hans von 
Ohian and Max Hahn, students in Germany developed and patented their own 
design.[12] 

1939- The aircraft company Ernst Heinkel Aircraft flew the first fight of a gas 
turbine jet, the HE178.[11] 

[11] 

The Jumo 004 jet engine of World War II. Its main features carried over to later engines. 
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1941- Frank Halford started to design “de Havilland Goblin”, based on the basic 
desing pioneered by Frank Whitte. [23] 

[23] 

 

1942- Dr. Franz Anslem developed the axial -flow turbojet , Junkers Jumo 004, 
used in the Messerschmitt  Me 262, the world´s first operational jet fighter.  It 
had 2,000 pounds (8,900 Newtons) of thrust.[12] 

[26] 

1948- Pratt and Whitney solved the problem of higher trust and less fuel economy with 

the ¨dual spool¨concept. It was a combination of two engines in one. This improvement 

helped to develop the J-57 engine, which delivered 13,500 pounds(60,000 Newtons) of 

thrust.[11] 

[11] 

1950s- After the ¨dual spool¨concept, there was another problem to solve, 
¨compressor stall¨, this was solved by the german Gerhard Neumann, at that 
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time working for General Electric, he intruced the ¨variable stator¨, which was a 
set of small vanes that controled the air inlet. [11] 

[21] 

1965- General Electric, Pratt and Whitney and Rolls Royce started to built 
turbofans. [11] 

1968- The first aircraft with turbofan engine from General Electric, the GE TF-39 
flew, it was the Lockheed C- 5. It had a dual-spool layout, a variable stator and 
a big fan giving 85% of the trust.[11] 

1970s- Turbofan of this time delivered around 40,000 pounds ( 180,000 
Newtons) of thrust. [11] 

[20] 

This is the J85-GE-17A, turbojet engine built in the 1970 and used in the 
Vietnam War. 

1990s- General Electric GE 90 turbofan delivered close to 90,000 pounds 
(400,000 Newtons) of thrust. [11] 
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1995-  Twin-engine Boing 777 runs with a GE 90 turbofan engine.[11] 

[16] 

2006- First run of the Genx (General Electric Next-generation), even tough it 
has its origins in the GE90. [30] 

[19] 

 

 

5.2.4 Advancements of different companies  

Through the years there has been progress in the development of aero turbine 
components such as dual spool, variable stator, high bypass turbofan, heat 
exchanger or recuperator and intercooler. Nowadays companies are still 
working on new technologies, for example: 

 General Electric GENx  

Made its first run in 2006, it is developed from the GE 90 high bypass turbofan 
engines family, it is used by the Boeing 787 and 747-8. [30] 
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1. Weight Saving Innovations such as fan diameter, composite fan 
blades with titanium leading edges, fan case of composite 
materials which helps to reduce weight and thermal expansion 
and titanium aluminide stage 6 and 7 low pressure turbine blades. 
[30] 

2. Fuel Burn Reduction Technologies like fan bypass ratio of 19:2 
which also helps to reduce noise, high pressure compressor and 
also shrouded guide vanes reduce secondary flows, counter 
rotating spools for the reaction turbines to reduce load on guide 
vanes, lean TAPS (twin annular premixed swirler) combustor to 
reduce environmentally-harmful emissions with improved air flow 
to prevent back flash. [30] 

3. Reduction of maintenance costs and increasing engine life are 
spools with lower parts count achieved by using blisks in some 
stages and low blade counts in other stages and by using a lower 
number of stages, internal engine temperatures reduced by using 
more efficient cooling techniques, debris extraction within the low 
pressure compressor guards high pressure compressor. [30] 

All of the changes are said to help 15% in fuel burn reduction.[30] 

 Rolls Royce Trent 1000  

A member of the Trent Family, which had it first run in 1990, it is manufactured 
by Rolls-Royce Group plc. Which is a global power systems company based in 
London, England, it is used in the Boeing 787 Dreamliner. [29] 

1. Bleedless design, with power take-off from the intermediate-
pressure(IP) spool instead instead of the high pressure (HP) spool 
found in others members of the Trent Family.[29] 

2. A 2.8 m diameter swept-back fan, with smaller hub to help 
maximize airflow, was specified.[29] 

3. The bypass ratio is bigger for adjustments to the core circulation. 
A high pressure ratio along with contra-rotating the IP and HP 
spools boots efficiency, and the application of more monolithic 
parts decrease the number of parts to lower maintenance 
costs.[29] 

4. A tiled combustion chamber is added.[29] 

5. Chevrons have been applied to decrease noise, also called 
“sawteeth”.[29] 

 CFM International CFM56 

It is a family of high bypass turbofan aircraft engines used from 1974 to 2011, 
this engine is made by CFM International which is a jointed-owned company of 
Snecma from France and GE Aviation from General Electric USA. GE makes 
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the high pressure compressor, combustion chamber and high pressure turbine. 
Snecma manufactures the fan, gearbox, exhaust, and low-pressure turbine, 
also some parts are made by Avio from Italy.[27] 

Advances were made in the combustor, compressor, exhaust, fan and booster, 
reverse thrust and turbine, all of these parts had improvements during the life of 
this family of engines.[27] 

 CFM International LEAP-X 

At the moment it is under development, the LEAP-X (Leading Edge Aviation 
Propulsion). Advances are made in the following areas:[31] 

1. Composite materials. 

2. Blisk fan for the compressor. 

3. Second-Generation Twin Annular Pre Swirl (TAPS ll) combustor. 

4. Bypass ratio of 8:1. 

5. 12 % lower fuel consumption for 1B. 

This engine is planned to start service in 2016.[31] 
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3 How it works? 

 

The main objetive of an aircraft engine is to deliver a force to overcome the 
drag, this force is called thrust. A jet engine accelerates a large amount of 
air by small volume. This can be understood with the second law of motion,  

𝐹 = 𝑚 × 𝑎                                         (1) 

where F is the thrust, m is air which is accelerated by the acceleration a. [13] 

The assignment of the engineers is to work on making the airflow faster and 
the area where the airflow go through, bigger. [13] 

In other words, a gas turbine engine is basically a heat engine which uses 
air as a working fluid to deliver thrust. [13] 

This type of engine is a reaction engine, because the expanding gases 
make pressure against the front of the engine, that is why there is a 
compressor, which main function is take the air and compress it. [10] 

[10] 

Gas turbine engine or turbojet scheme 
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4 Brayton Cycle 

 

It is the operation cycle of a gas turbine engine. It was developed by George 
Brayton, an american engineer who developed it, even tough it was patented by 
englishman John Barber in 1791. It is also called the Joule Cycle. There are two 
types of cycles, according to the requirements, the open one and close one. 
The open cycle is one described in this work, because it has three main 
components, compressor, combustion chamber and turbine. The closed cycle 
has a compresor, heat exchanger, turbine and another heat exchanger. [25] 

[19] 

4.1 First Law of Thermodynamics 

It is the law of conservation, it states that energy can change from one form to 
another but it cannot be destroyed or created.[9] 

The equation representing this statement is: 

𝑑𝐸 = 𝑄 − 𝑊  (2) 

Where: 

dE: change in internal energy (Joule)  

Q: heat added to the system (kj) 

W: work done by the system (Nm, J) 

4.2 Second Law of Thermodynamics 

It refers that the entropy of a system and its sourroundings cannot decrease, for 
a reversible process can remain constant but for irreversible process always 
increase. [24] 

Entropy is a thermodynamic property which is the energy not available for a 
thermodynamic process.[24] 

The equation representing this statement is: 
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𝑑𝑆 =
𝑑𝑄

𝑇
    (3) 

dS: change in entropy (kj/kgK) 

dQ: change in heat (kj/kg) 

T: temperature (K) 

 

 

4.3 Processes of the Brayton Cycle[25] 

 

A-B Adiabatic Process- Compression 
B-C Isobaric Process- Heat Addtion 
C-D Adiabatic Process- Expansion 
D-A Isobaric Process- Heat Rejection 

 

[18] 
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[18] 

 

4.4 Mathematical Explanation of the Brayton Cycle[5] 

 

For a steady flow process the energy balance can be expressed like:[5] 

(𝑞𝑖𝑛 − 𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡) + (𝑊𝑖𝑛 − 𝑊𝑜𝑢𝑡) = (ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡) (4) 

As a result, the transfer of heat to and from the working fluid are: 

𝑞𝑖𝑛 = ℎ3 − ℎ2 = 𝐶𝑝(𝑇3 − 𝑇2)   (5) 

𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ℎ4 − ℎ1 = 𝐶𝑝(𝑇4 − 𝑇1)  (6) 

Beacuse of that, the Brayton Cycle efficiency under the assumptions of air 
standar  is:[5] 

𝜂𝑡ℎ =
𝑊𝑛𝑒𝑡

𝑞𝑖𝑛
= 1 −

𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑞𝑖𝑛
= 1 −

𝐶𝑝(𝑇3−𝑇2)

𝐶𝑝(𝑇4−𝑇1)
= 1 −

𝑇1(
𝑇4

𝑇1 
−1)

𝑇2(
𝑇3

𝑇2
−1)

  (7) 

As it can be seen, processes 1-2 and 3-4 are isentropic, and P2=P3 and 
P1=P4, so 

𝑇2

𝑇1
= (

𝑃2

𝑃1
)

𝑘−1

𝑘
= (

𝑃3

𝑃4
)

𝑘−1

𝑘
=

𝑇3

𝑇4
   (8) 

After substitution and symplifying:[5] 

𝜂𝑡ℎ = 1 −
1

(𝑟𝑝)
𝑘−1

𝑘

  (9) 

After 

𝑟𝑝 =
𝑃2

𝑃1
  (10) 
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5 Improvement of the Brayton Cycle Efficiency  

After the Second War World, there has been an extensive work on the 
improvement of the aero gas engine. Companies such as General Electric, Pratt 
and Whitney, Rolls Royce, Snecma and others have made advantages in the 
different areas of the engine, such as the dual spool system, the variable stator 
and finally the turbofan which has the high-by pass design, which provides 
lower fuel consumption and less noise. Nowadays there are three main areas in 
which engineers work to development engines, these are: 

 5.1 Increasing the turbine inlet (or firing) temperatures [1] 

Today the inlet temperatures of the turbine have increased dramatically, thanks 
to the development of technologies such as new materials, cooling techniques 
of blades like coating with ceramic layers and air discharged by the compressor.  
Air cooling techniques make necessary to have combustion temperature high 
because it needs to compensate the cooling effect of the cooling air, but high 
temperatures increase nitrogen oxides (NOx), which make ozone at ground 
level and smog.  The use of steam in cooling techniques helped to improve inlet 
temperatures without increasing combustion temperatures, also is a better 
transfer medium than air.  

5.2  Increasing the efficiencies of turbomachinery components[1] 

Early turbines did not have good efficiency because turbines and compressors 
were not as good as nowadays, thanks to computer aid design and advanced 
techniques the improvement has been made possible, now this pieces have 
aerodynamically minimal losses.  

The main components of an aero turbine engine are the inlet, the compressor, 
combustion chamber, turbine and nozzle.[2] 

5.2.1 The inlet 

According to the speed of the flight, the design will be performed, subsonic or 
supersonic flights. In both cases, the requisite is to give the entrance air to the 
compressor face at the highest pressure and with the minimum variation in 
temperature and stagnation pressure.  Nowadays, by the design techniques the 
inlet should give the air at a Mach number of 0.45 which means an important 
retardation of the air. [2] 

Some of the requisites for subsonic inlets are: retard separation at extreme 
angle of attack, high air demand and retard the onset in transonic flight of 
external and internal shock waves. This situation brings a problem, since a fat 
inlet is good for the high angle of attack but the think inlet is better for the Mach 
number requisite.  Nowadays, the development of the design has help from the 
high speed electronic computation, which helps to do analysis of the estimation 
of complex flowfields and related losses. [2] 
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Supersonic inlet are easier to estimate because the capital losses happen over 
the shock waves, and it can solved using formulas.  A more precise calculation 
needs boundary-layer and related losses.[2] 

For both types of flight, the Mach number is close to one so the heat capacity of 
the air is basically constant. Hence, the constancy of stagnation enthalpy 
indicates constancy of stagnation temperature: [4] 

𝑇𝑂1 = 𝑇𝑂𝐴 = 𝑇𝐴 + 
𝑉𝑎2

2𝐶𝑝
   [R/K] (11) 

The inlet pressure recovery shows the effects of friction, turbulence and other 
irreversibilities in the inlet flow:[4] 

𝑃𝑅 =
𝑝01 

𝑝0𝑎 
  [dl] (12) 

where a pressure recovery of 1.0 applies for an isentropic flow through the inlet. 
Lower values show decreased inlet efficiency and larger losses. In the case of 
subsonic flow, values moves around 0.9 to 0.98. In the case of supersonic when 
the Mach number rise the pressure recovery is reduced. [4] 

5.2.2 The Compressor 

There are two types of compressor used in aero-engines, the centrifugal and 
the axial. [2] 

5.2.2.1 The Centrifugal Compressor 
 

The air is given to the compressor close to the axis and “centrifuged” to the 
outer radius. As a result, the whirl of the outlet air is discharged and the air 
diffused before getting into another compressor stage or the combustion 
chamber. Some advantages are: they are rugged, brings high pressure ratio per 
stage, the can be manufactured easy and in small sizes.  Disadvantages are: 
less efficient than axial compressor, also has a large cross section compared to 
the cross section of the inlet flow.  Nowadays, these compressors are used in 
small engines or after axial compressor in bigger engines. [2] 

5.2.2.2 The Axial Compressor 

These are used in most of the large turbine engines.[33] 

  It compresses the air by accelerating it and diffusing it in order to get pressure 
rise. The working fluid is speed up by a row of rotating airfoils (blades) known 
as the rotor, after is diffused in a row of stationary blades (stator). The diffusion 
in the stator modifies the velocity boost obtained in the rotor to an increase in 
the pressure. Many stages make the compressor, one stage is made up of one 
rotor and one stator. The inlet guide vanes are an additive row of fixed blades 
which is often used at the compressor inlet to guarantee that air gets inside the 
first stage rotors at the wanted angle. Furthermore, there is another diffuser at 
the end of the compressor  which disperses the working fluid and manage its 
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velocity entering the combustion chamber. In this case, only air will be 
considered as fluid. [2] 

In this type of compressors, air goes from one stage to the next, in each one the 
pressure is increased a little bit. By making low pressure the order is elevated of 
1.1:1 to 1.4:1, and quite elevated efficiencies can be gained. The application of 
many stages helps to get overall pressure boost of 40:1. The low pressure 
boost in each stage also reduces calculations in the compressor´s design by 
excuse the air as incompressible in its flux through the stage. [2] 

Advantages of the axial flow compressor are high efficiencies and large mass 
flow capacity, on the other hand they need many rows of blades to get large 
pressure rises doing this complex and expensive when compared to other 
designs. [5] 

Through the time there have been improvements in the design of compressor 
such as the twin-spool which consists of a second turbine that runs faster and 
separating the compressor in two, the low pressure and the high pressure, this 
design boosted efficiency.  Another advance was the “bleed air”, which consists 
of taking air out in the middle of the compressor in order to avoid too much 
compression at the final stages, also this helped to adapt the compressor to 
changing conditions such as altitude or speed, besides it used to help to start 
the engine.  Then it came the “variable stator”, where blades are individually 
rotated around their axis, as opposed to the power axis of the engine.  At the 
start they are rotated very closed so compression is reduced, then depending of 
the conditions they are rotated back into the airflow. The “variable stator” was 
the answer to the stall of the engine. [33] 

5.2.3 The Combustion Chamber (Combustor) 

The process of combustion is a chemical mixture of an substance with 
elements, often oxygen generally together with heat transfer or high 
temperature production. The combustor takes the air from the compressor and 
brings it to the turbine at the required temperature, ideally with not pressure 
losses. Basically, it is direct-fired air heater where the fuel is burned with less 
than a third of the air after which the combustion products are after combined 
with the left air. In the case of open gas turbine, it needs the internal combustion 
of fuel. As a result, fuel operation mixing and burning should be   approached. 
The fuel commonly is gaseous or liquid, mainly hydrocarbons.  The most used 
gases are natural gas, methane and butane. Liquids can be refined gasoline, 
kerosene, light diesel oil and heavy residual oil. There difficulties in the process 
like pressure loss in the combustor. Most of the fuel can be burnt well if enough 
pressure decrease is accessible to supply the essential turbulence for the mix of 
air and fuel and if the adequate volume obtainable to provide the needed time to 
finish the combustion. [5] 

5.2.3.1 The combustor’s components:[32] 

a. Case: it is the outer shell of the combustor, it needs little maintenance, it 
works as a pressure vessel that has to put up with the difference in 
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pressure between the inside combustor which are high and the outside 
which are lower. [32] 

b. Diffuser:  its objective is to slow the high speed and compressed air from 
the compressor to a good speed for the combustor.  There is the issue of 
the decrease in pressure, that is why the design should avoid flow effects 
like boundary layer separation, also is designed to be as light and as 
short as possible.[32] 

c. Liner: Accommodates the combustion process and introduces the 
airflows into the combustion zone. It has to handle long high pressure 
cycles.  That is why is made of superalloys, but still it needs to be cooled 
with air flow. Some use thermal barrier coating and also air is needed.  
There are two types of liner cooling: film cooling is inject cool air from 
outside of the liner to just inside the liner, it helps to decrease 
temperatures critically. Transpiration cooling uses a porous material for 
the liner, this permits the air to enter in small quantities and uniformly and 
also uses less air which helps to maintain good combustion. [32] 

d. Snout: Works as an extension of the dome, behaves like an air splitter 
separating the primary air from the secondary air. [32] 

e. Dome and Swirler: They are part of the combustor where the primary air 
flows and enters the combustion zone. They are there to make 
turbulence in the flux to mix the air with fuel, but their design has to be 
careful not to generate more turbulence than needed otherwise it will 
increase the pressure loss.[32] 

f. Fuel Injector: Its target is to introduce fuel into the combustion chamber 
and together with the swirl participates in the mix of fuel and air. There 
are four types of fuel injectors: [32] 
i) Pressure-atomizing: it depends of high fuel pressure, it is quite simple 

but it has disadvantages like fuel system must be tough enough to 
handle the pressures, the fuel has tendency to be heterogeneously 
atomized, as a consequence, the process results incomplete and 
deliver more pollutants and smoke.[32] 

ii) Air blast: It blasts a sheet of fuel with s stream of air, atomizing the 
fuel into homogenous droplets. This model led to the smokeless 
combustor, it needs lower fuel pressures than the previous one. [32] 

iii) Vaporizing Type: It uses a tube which goes within the combustion 
zone.  Heat from the combustion zone is taken to the air-fuel mixture, 
vaporizing some of the fuel before it is combusted.  Like this, it burns 
with less thermal radiation, which helps to protect the liner. The 
problem is the durability with low fuel flow inside it. [32] 

iv) Premixing/prevaporizing: this method works by mixing or vaporizing  
the fuel before it goes into the combustion chamber. It helps the fuel 
to be more uniformly mixed and as a result in decreasing the 
emissions.  The disadvantage is that fuel could auto-ignite or burns 
before the fuel-air mixture reaches the combustion area, if this 
happen the combustor could be seriously damaged. [32] 
 
 

g. Igniter: The most common is the electrical spark igniter.  It needs to be 
inside the combustion zone but far enough upstream so it does not get 
damaged by the process of combustion.  In some types of combustors 
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such as the cannular and annular the flame spread by itself from one 
zone to another so igniters are not needed. [32] 

[32] 

 

5.2.3.2 Types of combustors:  
 

a. Can: There are cylindrical combustion chambers. Each of them has its 
own casing, liner, fuel injector and igniter. Initial air is taken to each 
individual can, where its speed is reduced, then is mixed with fuel and 
ignited. The second air also comes from the compressor, where is fed 
outside the liner, then is usually taken into the combustion zone to cool 
the liner like film cooling. They are arranged around the central axis of 
the engine, and their exhaust is fed to the turbine. Most of modern gas 
turbines does not use this type of combustor because of their weight, 
also the pressure drop is higher than other alternatives. [32] 

b. Cannular: The difference with the can combustor is that all the 
combustion zones share a common ring casing. So each combustion 
zone does not serve as a pressure vessel. The flow of the exhaust has a 
more uniform temperature, and this is good for the turbine. It has less 
igniters, is lighter, has lower pressure drop but maintenance can be more 
complicated than can combustor.[32] 

c. Annular: The most used combustor, it has a continuous liner and casing 
in a ring, it does not have separate combustion zones as a result. 
Advantages are: more uniform combustion, shorter size so is lighter, less 
surface area, the lowest pressure drop of the three types, most of 
modern aircraft engines uses this type and also the new research is 
oriented to this one. [32] 
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5.2.3.3 Geared Turbofan[7] 

The use of high BPR has a gain in propulsion efficiency but this implies a 
bigger fan.  But, for there is a limitation in the structure because the 
elevated fan diameter requires smaller pressure ratios and decreased 
rotor speeds, this has to be balanced boosting the stage count for LPC 
and LPT to keep allowable efficiencies for these parts. Furthermore, the 
higher torque related with the decreased LP shaft speed needs larger fan 
diameters.[7] 

The deduction gearbox is an answer to this issue, between the fan and 
the other components of the low pressure system (booster, shaft and 
turbine).[7] 

This method helps the fan and low pressure system to work at optimum 
speeds. In order to accomplish highest efficiency and lowest fan noise 
the speed of the fan can be selected. Also, the speed of the LP shaft can 
be elevated and as a result to have a appreciable decline of LPC and 
LPT stages. Both the engine basis and the low pressure system are 
more compressed, with gains in costs and weight. Another asset is LPT 
tonal noise converted into higher frequencies, the result is an appreciable 
engine noise decrease mainly during approach and landing.[7] 

 
 

5.2.4 The Turbine 

 

Most of the turbines used in aircraft gas turbine engines are axial-flow turbines. 
Therefore they are superficially similar to an axial compressor operating in 
reverse but the limitations are different from the compressor. The big fall in 
pressure found in turbines bring down the tendency of suction surface flow to 
separate, as a result the stages of the turbine can be designed with high 
pressure ratios. Because the gas entering the turbine is a quite elevated 
temperature the initial stages must be cooled by taking air from the compressor 
outlet over the turbine blades. [2] 

Cooling has bad consequences for the turbine, so the development is focused 
in materials capable of resist high inlet temperatures so less cooling would be 
necessary. This material must have long live because there are not only 
temperatures loads but also centrifugal stresses.  Other problems like excessive 
creep could be solved with dimensional stability, tip rubbing can be reduced 
with “active clearance control”, it consists on cooling the turbine annulus wall to 
get good tip clearance. [2] 

 

5.2.5 The Nozzle 
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It accelerates the elevated pressure exit gas to close to ambient pressure.  
When the nozzle is designed for aircraft with high Mach number some problems 
arise like ram pressure ratios and as a result nozzle pressure ratio. The ideal 
performance happens when exhaust pressure is not so elevated compared to 
ambient pressure, but when there is a large operation pressure ratio range, 
geometrical variation offers a solution. [2] 

As a consequence of geometrical restrains needed for adequate matching with 
the external flowfield there are effect such as exit pressure mismatch, 
installation effects of the “boat-tail” drag and exhaust plume back pressuring. [2] 

The option of two-dimensional nozzles for missions with large area variation 
demands or for missions using thrust vectoring. [2] 

 

5.3 Adding modifications to the basic cycle 

The efficiency of the cycle in early engines were doubled by adding 
intercooling, regeneration (or recuperation), and reheating. These 
advances have the issue of increased initial and operational costs, they 
cannot account for application unless the reduction in fuel costs tops 
other costs. [1] 

5.3.1 The brayton cycle with regeneration [1] 

As we have seen before, the temperature of the gases leaving the 
turbine are higher than the air leaving the compressor. The heat 
exchanger, also known as recuperator or regenerator, channels the heat 
from the exhaust gases of the turbine to the compressor. Using this, the 
efficiency of the brayton cycle elevates thanks to the energy that is used 
to preheat the air entering the combustion chamber. This is 
recommended only when the temperatures of the exhaust gases is 
higher than the temperature of the gases exiting the compressor, 
because the heat will go to the exhaust gases reducing the efficiency of 
the cycle. We can find this situation in turbines with high pressure 
ratios.[1] 

A recuperator with high efficiency helps the aero-engine to save more 
fuel because it preheats the air which goes into the combustion chamber. 
But in order to get this result, a bigger regenerator is needed, which has 
a higher price tag and more pressure drop.  As a consequence, the use 
of a heat exchanger cannot be justified unless the amount of money 
saved in fuel tops the money expended in the regenerator.  As a result, 
the temperature ratio and the pressure ratio are the keys of the efficiency 
of the brayton cycle with regeneration.[1] 

The effectiveness of the regenerator can be written as:[4] 

𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑔 =
(𝑇𝑐−𝑇2)

(𝑇4−𝑇2)
                             [dl] (13) 
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And the combustor inlet temperature looks like:[4] 

𝑇𝑐 = 𝑇2 +  𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑔 (𝑇4 – 𝑇2)          [R/K]  (14) 

As it can been seen there is a difference in temperature from T2 to T4, 
so the heat transfer area gets larger, which contributes to better 
effectiveness. Because of this, the cold current can take more heat from 
the hot current and let the exchanger at a higher temperature Tc. [4] 

This larger heat transfer area also boosts pressure losses on air and gas 
areas of the heat exchanger, as a result there is a decrease in the 
turbine pressure ratio and also turbine work. Overall this means higher 
cost.[4] 

The regenerator combustion-gas-side exit temperature:[4] 

𝑇𝑒 = 𝑇4 – (
𝐶𝑝

𝐶𝑝,𝑔
) (𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇2)            [R/K]  (15) 

 

The engine waste temperature is decreased in proportion to the boost of 
air temperature in the regenator, which at the end is proportional to 
effectiveness. This dependence of exit temperature to the effectiveness 
can be seen in the equation by excluding Tc:[4] 

𝑇4 − 𝑇𝑒 =  𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑔(
𝐶𝑝

𝐶𝑝,𝑔
)(𝑇4 − 𝑇2)    [R/K]  (16) 

The exit temperature decrease, T4-Te, is proportional to the 
effectiveness and the maximum potential in temperature, T4-T2. [4] 

 

[6] 
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[6] 

According to the diagram, the regeneration process occurs like this: 

1. Air enters into the compressor. 
2. Air lets the compressor, goes into the combustion chamber. 
3. Air from the combustor gets inside the turbine. 
4. Exhaust air leaves the turbine and goes to the regenerator which 

puts the air between the compressor and the combustion 
chamber.  

5. Air with higher temperature from the regenerator and the 
compressor enters the combustor. 

6. Air leaves the regenerator. 

 

5.3.2 The brayton cycle with intercooling, reheating, and regeneration 

The difference between the compressor work input and the turbine work 
output, is the net work of a gas-turbine engine. This can be improved by 
increasing the turbine work, or reducing thecompressor work or both. 
Making the compression process in stages reduces the work neededto 
compress a gas between two specific pressures, also intercooling with 
multistage compression helps to cool the gas in between. With the 
number of stages extended the process of compression becomes almost 
with constant temperature at the compressor inlet temperature, resulting 
in a reduction of the compression work.[6] 
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Furthermore, by using the system of reheating with mutistage expansion 
the gas is expanded in stages and reheated in between, boost the work 
output of a gas turbine working between two pressures. This can done 
without improving the cycle’s highest temperature. With an amplified 
number of stages, the process becomes almost with constant 
temperature. This has an explanation, the fixed volume of the fluid is 
proportional to the regular current compression or expansion work. 
Because of that, the exact volume of the workingflux shall be as small as 
possible throught a compression procedure and as big as possible 
throughtout  an expansion operation. This is fullfill by reheating and 
intercooling. [6] 

The process of burning normally happens at four times the quantity of air 
needed in gas turbine engines ofr completing combustion, to decline 
disproportionate temperatures.  As a result, the waste gases are 
abundant in oxygen, so by spraying extra fuel into the waste gases 
between two expansion states reheating can be completed.[6] 

When intercooling and reheating are used, the air abandons the 
compressor at an inferior temperature and the turbine at an upper 
temperature. Because of this regeneration is more interesting due to the 
potential for renewal. Besides, the air entering the combustor coming 
from the compressor can have a boosted temperature before going 
inside the combustion chamber because of the elevated temperature 
from the waste gases of the turbine.[5] 

There are factors that shall be taken into account when doing the 
examination such as the irreversibilities in the compressor, turbine and 
regenerator in addition to pressure decline in the recuperators. [5] 

As a consequence of intercooling and reheating there is a grow in the 
back work ratio of a gas turbine cycle.  Nevertheless, this is not 
connected with the boost on efficiency.  As a matter of fact, thermal 
efficiency is usually declined by intercooling and reheating if regeneration 
is absent, since intercooling reduces the temperature of the added heat 
and reheating boosts the temperature of the rejected heat.  As a result, in 
gas-turbine power plants, regeneration is going together with reheating 
and intercooling. [1] 

The condition for this type of engine is:[4] 

𝑞𝑎 = 𝐶𝑝[(𝑇3 − 𝑇𝑐) + (𝑇𝑚 ∗ −𝑇𝑚)]         [Btu/lbm│kJ/kg]  (17) 

The effect of these three components is a boost of the average 
temperature of heat addition and decreasing the average temperature of 
heat rejection, appointed by Carnot for an efficient heat engine.[4] 
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[6] 

 

[6] 

On this diagram, the path of the air can be explained like this:[6] 

1. The gas enters the compressor. 
2. The gas is compressed isentropically to intermediate pressure P2. 
3. Cooled at constant pressure where T1=T3. 
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4. Then is compressed isentropically to a second stage to constant 
pressure P4, the gas enters the regenerator . 

5. The heated gas at T5 at constant pressure, leaves the regenerator 
at the temperature of the exit turbine which is T5=T9. 

6. The first heat addition occurs between stage 5 and 6, at stage 6 
the gas enters the turbine. 

7. The isentropically expanded gas enters the reheater. 
8. The reheated gas at constant pressure enters to state 8 where the 

temperature is the same as T6, and enters the second stage of 
the turbine. 

9. The gas exits the turbine and enters the regenerator. 
10.  The gas is cooled at constant pressure, this process is completed 

when the gas is cooled down to initial state. 

    

 5.3.2.1 Thermodynamic Analysis and Parametric Study of an Irreversible 
Regenerative-Intercooled-Reheat Brayton Cycle[16] 

Introduction  

One of the most important criterion for amid gas power cycles is 
thermodynamic efficiency, which has high influence in operating costs, 
this is because of the restricted fuel resources.  There have been 
extensive advances in the technologies related to aero gas turbines in 
areas such as aerodynamics, material, blade cooling, manufacturing 
technologies and more. As a result of these accomplishments there is a 
boosts in inlet turbine temperature which is around 1500 ºC and cycle 
efficacy of around 40 % or more. Another method for increasing the 
efficacy is to make changes to Brayton Cycle.[16] 

System Description 

On fig. 1 it is shown a diagram of Temperature-Entropy of a 
regenerative-intercooled-reheat Brayton cycle. The explanation is 
explained by points:[16] 

 Point 1: Air goes inside the first compressor . 

 Point 2: Compressed air comes to this point (better to point 2S), 
this fluid enters the first heat drop where is cool off. 

 Point 3: There is a decline in heat by discarding the heat to the 
bounded heat capacity with temperatures between TC1 and TC2. 
The air goes into the second compressor again.  

 Point 4: Compressed air comes to this point(better to point 4S), 
after it gets in the regenerator . 

 Point 4R: The waste air of the low pressure turbine heats up the 
fluid in the regenerator. The flux getting out of the regenerator 
goes into the first heat fount.  
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 Point 5: Heated air by the limit heat potential heat fount with 
temperatures between TH1and TH2. After it goes into the big 
pressure turbine.  

 Point 6: Expanded air (better to point 6S), goes into the heat fount 
where is fired up.  

 Point 7: Air is fire up by the limit heat potential heat fount with 
temperatures between TH3 and TH4. Again, the air gets in the low 
pressure turbine. 

 Point 8: Expanded air (better to point 8S), goes into the 
regenerator where its heat is partially delivered to the outlet of the 
second compressor and is cooled off to state point 8R.  

 Point 8R: At the end, air goes into the second heat drop and is 
cooled off to state point 1 by discarding the heat to the bounded 
heat droop with temperatures between TL1 and TL2, and like this 
finishing the cycle. Therefore, the examination was performed of a 
version of the brayton cycle 1-2-3-4-4R-5-6-7-8-8R-1 with 
nonisentropic compression and expansion process for the limited 
heat potential of external reservoirs, which belongs to an air 
irreversible intercooled-regenerative-reheat system. 

 

[16] 

Fig. 1. T –S diagram of an intercooled-reheat-regenerative Brayton cycle. [16] 
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Some Characteristic Curves[16] 

 Power output and thermodynamic efficiency vs T8 

 Power output vs thermodynamic efficiency 

 

Maximum Performance Parameters [16] 

T8 has an optimal value where the cycle has it maximum power output for a set 
of parameters. Such as: 

 Effects of intercooling and reheat pressure ratios  

 Effects of Effectiveness  

 Effects of components efficiencies 

 Effects of heat capacitance rates 

 

Conclusions  

For intercooling, reheat, pressure ratios and turbine outlet temperature are 
optimal values at which maximum power output and maximum power efficiency 
for the turbine engine. [16] 

 

5.3.3 IRA (Intercooled Recuperative Aero-engine) [7] 

This is a research Project by MTU (Motors and Turbines Union), the goal is look 
for a reduction in emissions from aero-engines.  The factors that are motivating 
this research is the pressure of laws worldwide, laws that encourage the 
manufacturing of friendly clean turbine engines. [7] 

One method that has worked good in terms of lower the emission is the use of 
heat exchangers. Also there is combustor formation and high bypass ratio 
shape that helps to reduce NOx and noise levels.[7] 

This is focused on technological conception and thermodynamic cycle nedded 
for the opening of a new technology.  A design of a 3-shaft and geared turbofan 
is put together with an intercooler and a recuperator made by MTU. The goal is 
to bring down fuel consumption to make more suitable for long range 
functions.[7] 

5.3.3.1 IRA Engine Study at MTU 

This presentment is about turbofan engine, which is geared and has 3-shafts 
with high bypass also it has a recuperator and intercooler. By adding these 
pieces the waste gases are redirected to the combustor so the heat from these 
gases improves the efficiency of the system making the engine to burn less 
fuel.[7] 
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The variable geometry of the turbine system helps to improve the elevated 
temperature at cruise which is necessary for the work of the recuperator. At the 
same time the application of an intercooler helps to reduce the low compressor 
exit temperature by conceding the completion of pressure ratio.[7] 

This analysis of engine concept is focused on optimization and reduction of fuel 
consumption also in the behavior and study of the thermodynamic cycle.[7] 

5.3.3.2 Fundamentals- Cycle Innovations 

The improvements of engine cycle are focused in fuel consumption reduction.  
This can be represented by an equation:[7] 

1

𝑆𝐹𝐶
≈ 𝜂𝑜𝑣 = 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 × 𝜂𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝  (18) 

Fuel consumption decline (SFC) can go back by increasing the core efficiency 

core and the propulsive efficiency prop. This means that overall efficiency is 
inversely proportional to fuel consumption.[7] 

Core Efficiency is an indicator of the efficiency of the power needed to make 
thrust, in this way indicates the grade of the thermodynamic cycle. A boosts in 
efficiency can be accomplish by:[7] 

 Developed component technology: turbomachinery with isentropic 
efficiencies and ducts with pressure losses. 

 Cycle Characteristics Changes: elevated TET or OPR. 
 Another coverall thermodynamic cycle: for example the use of unusual 

components, like the recuperator and the intercooler. 

Propulsive Efficiency evaluates how the core power changes into propulsion 
power in turbofan engines.  When jet velocity approach flight velocity the 
efficiency of propulsion is at the highest point, this can be obtained by making 
bigger the BPR and fan diameter (thrust is reduced). In order to get quite big 
BPR values is necessary to apply the “ geared structure” which is a deduction 
gearbox placed between the low-speed fan and the high-speed booster, this is 
why the gearbox is in the IRA model.[7] 

 5.3.3.3 Recuperated Cycle 

The main change in the IRA engine are the modules of recuperator in the hot 
waste air, the objective is to take back the energy from the turbine exit to the 
combustor. With a TET fixed, fuel economy is improved, due to the boost burner 
temperature needed is given by the exit gases, which are expelled with less 
temperature. Temperature difference between compressor exit and turbine exit 
has to be enough in all operating points in order to have an effective process of 
exchange of heat.  Intercooling helps to lower HPC expel temperature. The 
variable geometry turbine system method results in high expel temperature at 
different exit points. [7] 

5.3.3.4 Intercooled and Recuperated Cycle 
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Two recuperators boost the efficiency of the cycle, because together rises the 
heat movement.  A high gain in the behavior of the engine can be accomplish 
by adding an inter-cooling module, even if this increases pressure losses. The 
efficiencies of the IRA project are better with lower OPR values, which is a 
condition for a elevated heat exchange level.  There are other advantages of 
the low OPR like lower emissions of NOx and a decrease of the weight of main 
turbomachinery.[7] 

 

5.3.3.5 Variable Geometry 

A high recuperator module in the heat exchanger modules is a condition for the 
optimized action on the IRA structure. This relies on high temperature at the 
oulet of the LPT.  The needed compression power defines the pressure 
decrease in the system of the turbine, so a high inlet temperature turbine 
ensures a high LPT exhaust temperature. Although the level of the burner 
temperature is enough at T/O environment, during cruise could be too low, 
nevertheless the economical issue is the most important point for long-range 
function.  The habitual design of the turbine does not permit a recuperated 
configuration because of the deficit in temperature.[7] 

There is a resolution given by LPT design variation in geometry. At every 
operating point there is a variation the inlet guide vane nozzle area, in order to 
maintain the HPT inlet temperature as consistent as workable. [7] 

This complexity in the construction will make higher the costs of operating costs 
and manufacturing of the engine.[7] 

A second consequence of this resolution will be a reduction of thermal fatigue 
for turbines, piping system and recuperator modules due to the flat temperature 
profiles in different points of operation. [7] 

 

5.3.3.6 The IRA-Engine Configuration[7] 

The definite chosen configuration for the IRA Engine is an improved high 
bypass ratio, 3-shaft geared turbofan, the basic components are: 

 Advanced Technology Fan 
 Reduction Gearbox on the LP-shaft 
 Axial-radial IPC 
 Flat plate intercooler 
 Radial HPC 
 Combustion Chamber 
 Variable Geometry Turbine System 
 Exhaust heat exchanger and piping system 
 Three-nozzle system 
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5.3.3.7 Mechanical Design[7] 

In fig. 8 is shown a 92 inches diameter turbofan engine.  The question was to 
find a suitable solution for the placement of the new components such as the 
modules of the heat exchangers and piping system because of the conditional 
space at the exhaust system. 

 

Figure 8: General Arrangement (92in configuration) [7] 
 

From the bypass flow is taken the cold current for the intercooler, done in the 
bypass stream for an added flow-splitter. The single passage configuration of 
the intercooler, gives the compressor air a temperature drop of around 100 K 
done by a counter flow arrangement. There is an extra third nozzle which 
accelerates and discharges the cool flow, as a result there is a boost in the 
exhaust velocity thanks to the higher exit temperature which compensates the 
losses of pressure because of the added components.[7] 

The accommodation of the cooling flux way can be seen in Fig. 9, where 
components such as the added nozzle, module inter-cooling channel, matrix of 
the recuperator, inlet scoop. At the end, there are eight intercooler modules 
firmly placed around the basic components. [7] 

 

Figure 9: Intercooler and ducts [7] 
 

The regenerator is placed in the waste air zone, a scheme of collectors, 
splitters and tubes brings the compressed air to the heat exchanger 
modules and then gives back to the combustor inlet, as it can be seen in 
Fig19 and also the whole structure in Fig. 10. 
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Figure 19: Recuperator Layout [7] 

 

Figure 10: On-wing Installation (92in configuration) [7] 
 

There is a boost in temperature of around 200 k for the HPC exhaust air. 
Eight counter flow modules make the recuperator, the profile tube 
structure for elevated levels of temperature, is quite superior to other 
configurations.[7] 

This equipment offers strong design for thermo-mechanical shocks loads 
and vibrations.[7] 

5.3.3.8 The MTU profile-tube heat exchanger[7] 

The condition for the accomplishment of the IRA model is am air worthy 
heat exchanger.  There are technical questions to consider when making 
it because of the hard surroundings of the hot exhaust:[7]] 

 Maximum temperatures over 900 K. 
 Go over major thermal cycles. 
 Requisite of unlimited thermal expansion. 
 Good resistance to thermal fatigue and corrosion.  

A solution made by MTU (Motors and Turbines Engines)  is shown in the 
next figure, designed for tank gas turbine engines, where it showed 
capability to handle high thermal and mechanical loads. [7] 
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The gains of this structure are elevated heat transfer capability and minimum 
aerodynamic losses of pressure. [7] 

The matrix structure of the heat exchanger  with cross counter current design is 
shown in Figure 11, pipes and manifolds brings the waste air from HPC to the 
profile tubes, at the same time hot gases flux in the spaces among them. 
Advantages such as low pressure losses over the exhaust path and the boost in 
the available exchange surface are brought by the elliptical shape of the 
tubes.[7] 

  

Figure 11: MTU profile tube heat exchanger [8] 

 

 

      5.3.3.9 Thermomechanical Design of a Heat Exchanger for a Recuperative 
Aero Engine[8] 

Introduction  

Turbofan engines have become machines of high technological advances.  New 
projects are been investigated in order to continue decreasing fuel consumption 
and emissions. The design of the recuperator is important because of the 
weight issues. [8] 

On the design high heat transfer coefficient are used and also special profiled 
tubes with low aerodynamic loss.  New studies are focusing on matrix 
arrangement design on the thermodynamics and aerodynamics properties. [8] 
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Two manifold tubes make the heat exchanger. The air coming from High 
Pressure Compressor (HPC) enters the tube on the upper position (distributor), 
coming from both sides and is distributed in the 3438 U-shaped profile tubes 
which are welded in the manifold tubes and make the core of the matrix.  The 
manifold tube in the lower position (collector) takes the preheated air and 
redirect it to the combustion chamber.  The high temperature exhaust gas 
coming from the Low Pressure Compressor (LPC) flows up into the matrix and 
is cooled while heating the air inside the profile tubes. [8] 

The cushion wire-netting which is woven metal fiber strips, manages the 
vibration and keeps the space between the profile tubes. This spacing system is 
until the end of the cushion wire-netting.  The recuperator is resistant against 
thermal gradients thanks to the U-shape.[8] 

The matrix is stabilized with a cover of sheet metal placed around the matrix, 
also more damping is added to the system.[8] 

 

IRA - Intercooled Recuperative 
Aero-engine Concept [8] 

 

5.3.3.10 Investigation of the thermal efficiency of a staggered elliptic-tube heat 
exchanger for aeroengine applications[14] 

Introduction 

In these times of pressure to reduce fuel consumption and emissions the 
development of friendly environmentally engines is getting increased.  Because 
of this, engine designers are committed to search in every area of the operation 
of the turbine engine.  MTU(Motors and Turbines Union) has developed an 
improved engine thermodynamically more efficient, the IRA ( Intercooled 
Recuperated Aero-Engine). [14] 

A number of heat exchangers are positioned in the exhaust nozzle, just after the 
turbine.  The objective of these exchangers is to use the energy of the exhaust 
gas to pre-heat the air getting out of the compressor before it gets in the 
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combustion chamber, so with the air at higher temperature fuel consumption are 
pollutants reduced. [14] 

 

The IRA Aero Engine [14] 

There has been a lot of research work around the performance of heat 
exchangers, studies about flow-over-tube bundle with the elliptical tubes 
structure or the circular tubes structure. [14] 

The Nusselt Number is used to analyze the flow inside the heat exchanger and 
thus the performance of the heat transfer. [14] 

 

Conclusions 

I this work the performance of heat transfer in a heat exchanger made for 
aircraft engine was investigated.  There were two CFD calculations objetives,  
the first modelling the flow crossing of the exact geometry of a heat exchanger 
and the second contempletaing the heat exchanger as a porous medium with 
heat transfer predefined and beahviour of drop pressure.[14] 

The results of both experiments are in the same diection. Thanks to this 
investigation showed that the first and secobd tubes are critical in the thermal 
efficiency of the heat exchanger, we can notice this by the Nusselt number 
distribution. [14] 

Also the effect of unesteady flow field in the last row was proven to have a small 
result on the total heat exchanger performance.[14] 

 

5.3.3.11 Optimization of the Design of recuperative heat exchangers in the 
exhaust nozzle of an aero engine [15] 

Introduction  
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Global warming in some areas of the planet is making pressure on engine 
designers of all types of engines to work on the development of new engines 
with better fuel economy and less pollutant emissions. This is why aeronautical 
engineers are thinking about new improvements on aircraft engines to cope with 
these demands.[15] 

There is an idea of better fuel economy and less traditional type of turbine 
engine, a  new thermodynamic cycle based on recuperation. At the end of the 
turbine the exhauts gases are taken and redirected to a system of heat 
exchangers inside the nozzle.  The heat movement is done between the turbine 
and the compressor. Then is taken from the compressor to the combustion 
chamber resulting in a better fuel economy and less emissions.[15] 

This method helps to save around 20% of fuel, also a decrease of 20 % of CO2 
and 80% of Nox emissions.  The heat exchangers installed in the exhaust 
nozzle were previously developed by MTU ( Motors and Turbines Union), the 
structure of this recuperator has been explained previously.  [15] 

The key of the desing of a recuperator is the research of the strenght, high 
thermal and dynamical loads. One important point to analyze is the pressure 
loss inside the exhaust nozzle because of the heat exchangers.  The CFD 
optimization techniques are a challenge due complexity of an aero engine 
desing.[15] 

Computational fluid dynamics modeling 

In the process of optimization of a recuperator, CFD modelling has been done 
with 2 dimensions calculations, even tough according to experimental work the 
flow is 3 dimensional, it was decided to work with 2 dimensions.[15] 

First objetive, in order to have an optimum efficiency, the losses of pressure 
should be lower than the initial design and second objetive the distribution of the 
flow should be even.[15] 

Because the most comparable results are the target, the boundary conditions 
have been based on experimental measurements located in the symmetry 
plane of the inlet exhaust nozzle.[15] 

The results are quite the same for both calculations and also the pressure drop 
results, which guide us to the conclusion that 2 dimension optimization can be 
performed starting from the existing configuration.[15] 

 Optimization of the installation  

This is made using CFD modeling based on the existing installation. The results 
of the average values for the mass flow distribution in each heat exchanger 
together with the main flow parameters were similar. The 2 dimensions 
calculations will continue but as an indikative, in the future 3 dimensional CFD 
optimization must be performed.[15] 
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Even tough there is a small diference between the optimized and the original, i 
tis possible to see an improvement in pressure losses and mass flow 
distribution in the recuperator. It will be necessary in the future to perform a 3 
dimensional CFD modelling to make more accurate optimizations. The 2 
dimensional modelling can used as a good start in the geometry of the heat 
exchanger to perform future 3 dimensional calculations.[15] 

Conclusions 

In this work, an alternative project of thermodynamic cycle improvement is 
analized. The main idea is to take the hot exhaust gas enthalpy to use it again 
for reheating the compressor air orientated to the combustor. The transfer of the 
heat is done by a set of heat exchangers installed in the exhaust nozzle behind 
the low-pressure turbine. In order to look for the best performance of the 
engine, pressure losses generated by the recuperators system is been 
investigated computationally and experimentally. In the measurements is shown 
that there is not an even distribution of the flow because of the chosen 
arrangement.  The geometry of the nozzle also plays a role in the values of the 
pressure losses.[15] 

In a second stage, with the help of computational fluid dynamics the flow field 
across the recuperator. It was based on the 2 dimension in the meridional 
section of the nozzle geometry. The heat exchanger has been designed as 
porous with a pressure fall rule, which a function of the mass flux across them.  
This come up makes easier the build of the recuperators because they are seen 
as a block.[15] 

The results of the computational and the experimental measurements agree. 
Also the computational results gave a clue about the places where there are 
pressure losses, connected to recirculating areas.  The main objective of this 
optimization is to reduce the areas of recirculation, also the search of new 
selection setups of the recuperators in order to have a better mass flux division 
by them, something that for sure will guide to a reduction of values for pressure 
losses. Future calculations should be based on 2 dimensional optimization and 
oriented to 3 dimensional CFD modeling.[15] 
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6 Calculations 

The engine will be the same engine for both examples, for the ideal and the 
real one.  

Engine: Turbofan CFM56-5B4/P 
 
This is an advance over the CFM56-5A series. It was manufactured for 
the A321 but at the end it has been used for the A320 family for example 
the A318, A319,A320 and A321, as a result it has displaced the CFM56-
5A series. The thrust range moves between 22,000 and 33,000 lbf (98 kn 
to 147kn). Some of the changes over the displaced model are doble-
annular combustor which decreases emissions mainly of Nox, new fan 
with larger fan case, new low pressure compressor with a fourth stage, 
previous versions had three. It has the largest amount of engines given 
to Airbus.[27] 

  

 

    6.1 Example 1 – Ideal Cycle 

Performace 

 Maximum thrust: 19500 lbt (86.7kw) 

 Overall  Pressure Ratio: 32.6:1 

 Bypass ratio: 5.5:1 

 Thrust-to-weight ratio: 3.7:1 

 T1-inlet temperature to the compressor: 43.9 C + 273= 316.9 K 

 T3- inlet temperature to the turbine: 950C + 273= 1223 K 

 Flow rate of air: 408.2 kg/s = m 

 Cp= 1.005 KJ/KgK    ∂= 1.4 

 

a) Cycle efficiency, application of the first law of thermodynamics 

Φnett = Pnett  (19) 

Φ𝑖𝑛 − Φ𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑃𝑖𝑛   (20) 

ηth =
Pnett

Φin
= 1 −

Φout

Φin
= 1 −

mcp(T4−T1)

mcp(T3−T2)
= 1 −  

(T4−T1)

(T3−T2)
  (21) 

The mass and the specific heat are assumed to be the same. 

Also it can be shown that the ratio of temperature is the same for the 

compressor and the turbine. 
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𝑇2

𝑇1
= (

𝑃2

𝑃1
)

1−
1

𝛾
= 𝑟𝑝

1−
1

𝛾    (22)      
𝑇3

𝑇4
= (

𝑃3

𝑃4
)

1−
1

𝛾
= 𝑟𝑝

1−
1

𝛾    (23)     
𝑇3

𝑇4
=

𝑇2

𝑇1
(24)  

Here we can see that rp is the pressure compression ratio for the 

compressor and the turbine.  

After doing algebra we continue with this equations to get to the final 

relation: 

𝜂𝑡ℎ = 1 −  
𝑇1

𝑇2
= 1 −

𝑇4

𝑇3
= 1 − 

1

𝑟𝑝
1−

1
𝛾

= 1 − 𝑟𝑝−0.286  (25)        𝛾 = 1.4 

 

 

𝜂𝑡ℎ = 1 − 32.6−0.286 = 0.63 = 63% 

 

b) Heat transfer to the heater 

𝑇2 = 316.9 × 32.60.286 = 858.43𝐾 (26) 

Φ𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑐𝑝(𝑇3 − 𝑇2) = 408.2 × 1.005 × (1223 − 858.43) = 149561.56𝐾𝑊 (27) 

The temperature T2 of the exit gases of the compressor is calculated, so after 

the heat  addition can be calculated. 

 

c) Net power output 

 

𝜂𝑡ℎ =
𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑡

Φ𝑖𝑛
→ 𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑡 = 𝜂𝑡ℎ × Φ𝑖𝑛 = 0.63 × 149561.56 = 94223.78𝐾𝑊 (28) 

 

In order to calculate the Net Power Output we multiply the in heat 
addition for the isentropic efficiency.  
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6.2 Example 2- Real Cycle with Friction 

Performance  

 Maximum thrust: 19500 lbt (86.7kw) 

 Overall  Pressure Ratio: 32.6:1 

 Bypass ratio: 5.5:1 

 Thrust-to-weight ratio: 3.7:1 

 T1-inlet temperature to the compressor: 43.9 C + 273= 316.9 K 

 T3- inlet temperature to the turbine: 950C + 273= 1223 K 

 Flow rate of air: 408.2 kg/s = m 

 Cp= 1.005 KJ/KgK    ∂= 1.4 

 

We take elements from the Ideal Cycle such as: 
 

 th= 63% 

 T1= 316.9 K 

 T2= 585.43 K 

 i= 0.9 

 T3 = 1223 K 

First we calculate T4’ in order to calculate later the real T4.  

𝑇4′ =
𝑇3

32.60.286 = 451.488 𝐾 (29) 

𝜂𝑖 = 0.9 =
(1223−𝑇4)

(1223−451.488)
 (30) 

𝑇4 = −(0.9)(771.512) + 1223 = 528.64𝐾 

Now, we calculate the efficiency with friction: 

𝜂𝑡ℎ𝑓 = 1 −
Φout

Φin
= 1 −  

(T4−T1)

(T3−T2)
= 1 −  

(528.64−316.9)

(1223−858.43)
 (31) 

𝜂𝑡ℎ = 1 −  
211.74

364.57
 = 1 − 0.5808 = 0.42 = 42% 

Then we subtract the values for ideal efficiency and real efficiency: 

th = 63 – 42 = 21 % is the change in the effiencies. 

After this, we can calculate the real amount of heat entering the  
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7 Conclusion 

 

This research is about the how to Improve the Brayton Cycle. At the beginning 
there is the historical part, which is through the 20th century until nowadays. 
Then is explained how it works, after is the explanation of the Brayton Cycle 
basics.  

Following is the section of the improvements of the cycle, first increasing the 
firing temperatures, second the efficiencies of the components and third the 
modification to the basic cycle, in this part there is a broad explanation about 
the IRA (Intercooled Recuperated Aero-engine) and also the explanation of 
some research articles of the heat exchanger which a component of this new 
project.  

Afterward there is the Calculation Section where the efficiency of a specific 
model is solved. There are two types, the ideal cycle and real cycle with friction.  

I can conclude that through the last decades of improvements and research, 
there has been a huge advance in aero engine technology. Thanks to new 
materials, development in calculations, reduction of emissions, decrease in 
weight, new simulation methods of flow and stress load have been very 
important. Still, more work is needed due to the increase in fuel prices, which 
makes even the production more expensive, also there is the pressure of the 
emissions, in addition more airplanes are in service nowadays thanks to the 
boost in population, and is going to continue growing.  
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Attachment 1 

Comparison between an Open Brayton Cycle and a Closed Brayton Cycle [34] 
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Turbofan Diagram [35] 


